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PURPOSE. To investigate the association between balance and gait measures with fall rates
in glaucoma patients.
METHODS. Balance and gait were measured for 239 participants with glaucoma or
suspected glaucoma. Daily falls were evaluated over 24 months. Annual accelerometer trials captured average daily steps. Multivariable negative binomial models evaluated
balance and gait associations with average daily steps and rates of falls per time or step,
as well as whether balance and gait parameters mediated the association between integrated visual field (IVF) sensitivity and falls.
RESULTS. Average age was 70.5 years (SD = 7.6), and 22% of the participants had moderate
to severe visual field damage. Over the first 12 months of the follow-up, the cumulative
probability of falling one or more times was 44.8%, and the cumulative probability of
falling two or more times was 17.7%. Gait deficits were associated with fewer daily steps
(P < 0.03), but no balance parameters were (P > 0.19). Worse balance was associated
with a higher rate of falls per year and step (P < 0.03). No gait measures were associated with the rate of falls per year (P > 0.17). More time in double support and greater
swing time variability were associated with higher falls per step, and higher velocity and
faster cadence were associated with fewer falls per step (P < 0.05 for all). Neither gait
nor balance measures mediated the relationship between visual field damage and fall
rates. IVF remained an independent predictor of falls per step (rate ratio = 1.36 to 1.48;
P < 0.001 to P < 0.005) in multivariable models including individual balance/gait parameters.
CONCLUSIONS. Although balance and gait measures are associated with fall rates, they do
not explain why persons with greater visual field damage fall more frequently, suggesting
the importance of other potential factors such as hazard perception.
Keywords: gait, balance, falls, glaucoma

O

lder adults with balance problems are among those at
the highest risk for falling,1,2 and poor balance leads to
not only more falls but also poor confidence, manifesting as
greater fear of falling.3,4 Likewise, slower walking speed and
greater stride-to-stride variability are associated with higher
rates of falling in older populations.5–7
Although previous work suggests that balance and gait
deficits both contribute to a higher risk of falls, it is less
understood how balance and gait relate to falls in populations with concomitant vision loss. Persons with visual
impairment are more likely to fall when compared with
their normally sighted counterparts.8–10 This association has
been speculated to result from balance changes that have
been noted in individuals with visual field (VF) damage11,12
or from changes in gait (slower walking speeds, shorter
stride lengths, and greater gait variability) that reflect either
a dangerous walking pattern or an attempt by the individ-

ual to adopt a safer walking style because of worse stability.13–16 However, no prior work has simultaneously analyzed
balance, gait, and falls in persons with VF damage to determine which balance and gait features are most relevant to
falls in this population and whether these features account
for the higher rate of observed falls.
The literature thus far has evaluated falls exclusively as a
rate over time. Although the rate of falls per period of time is
of clear importance, safety and a healthy active lifestyle can
be difficult to attain simultaneously. Specifically, more physical activity (e.g., walking) confers numerous health benefits,
including greater strength, less frailty, an improved mood,
better overall quality of life, and lower mortality, but it also
exposes the individual to more opportunities for falling.17–20
As such, balance and gait features may not show a relationship to the rate of falls over time if these same features also
are found in individuals with diminished physical activity,
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as has been observed previously.21–25 The healthiest way to
avoid falls is to fall less per step taken and not to simply
restrict activity, suggesting that it is important to identify and
address factors associated with a higher rate of falls per step
in addition to factors associated with a higher rate of falls
per year.26 This is particularly relevant when analyzing gait
features that predispose individuals to falling only when the
individual is walking.
To better establish the relationship between balance/gait
features and falls in persons with VF damage, we set forth
to answer the following questions: (1) Are balance and
gait parameters associated with less physical activity? (2)
Which balance and gait measures increase the risk of falls
in patients with glaucoma? (3) Do the associations between
balance/gait measures and falls differ when assessing the
rate of falls over time (falls/year) versus falls per activity
(falls/step)? (4) Does poor balance or gait account for the
association between VF loss and falls in glaucoma? (5) Is
the impact of balance and gait measures on fall rates uniform
across the spectrum of glaucoma severity? We hypothesized
that the balance and gait features predisposing individuals to
a higher rate of falls over time would differ from the features
predisposing individuals to a higher rate of falls per step,
and that balance and gait features would mediate the association between VF damage and higher fall rates.

METHODS
Study Design and Study Population
The Falls in Glaucoma Study was a prospective longitudinal
cohort of patients with glaucoma or suspected glaucoma.
Participants were recruited between September 2013 and
March 2015 from the Glaucoma Center of Excellence at The
Johns Hopkins Wilmer Eye Institute. Inclusion criteria were
as follows: (1) baseline age of 57 years or older (i.e., turning 60 by study completion); (2) diagnosis of suspect glaucoma or glaucoma not secondary to another systemic condition (e.g., neovascular or uveitic glaucoma); (3) residence
within a 60-mile radius from the Wilmer Eye Institute; and
(4) ability to perform VF testing. Exclusion criteria included:
(1) presence of visually significant concurrent eye disease;
(2) any ocular or non-ocular surgery in the past 2 months;
(3) any hospitalization in the past month; (4) confinement to
a bed or wheelchair; and (5) history of stroke or other neurological disorders causing VF damage. All study procedures
were approved by The Johns Hopkins Institutional Review
Board, and all subjects signed written informed consents.
The described research was performed in accordance with
the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Falls Data Collection
Falls data used in this analysis were collected over the first
24 months in the study for each participant. At the baseline
visit, falls were defined for study participants as unintentionally coming to rest on the ground or a lower level and were
further illustrated with an instructional video.27 Subjects
were provided paper calendars on which they recorded falls,
and they returned the calendar data monthly via mail or
email. If fall calendars were not received, participants were
contacted by phone and/or email to collect up to 3 months
of missing data; data not collected within a 3-month period
were recorded as missing.
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Physical Activity Data Collection
Physical activity was measured at baseline (immediately
before collection of falls data) and every subsequent study
year using a medical grade omnidirectional accelerometer
(Respironics, Inc., Murraysville, PA, USA). Every year, participants were instructed to wear the accelerometer for 7 days
to collect data that would be used to estimate steps taken
for the upcoming year.28
Subjects were instructed to clip an accelerometer to their
belt, pants, or skirt in the morning, wear it for the entire
day, and take it off in the evening before going to bed. To
maximize compliance, subjects received two or more morning reminder calls during the week they wore their devices.
Accelerometers recorded activity data for each minute, and
steps were aggregated to the day level. Total accelerometer wear time was calculated by summing: (1) the number
of hours between the first minute of non-zero counts after
midnight and the last minute of non-zero counts before 4
AM, and (2) the number of hours between the first minute
with non-zero count data after 4 AM and the last minute with
non-zero count data prior to midnight. Days demonstrating
fewer than 8 hours of wear time were excluded. Average
steps per day were projected over the period of a year until
the next accelerometer trial was performed.28 For individuals who had fewer than 4 valid days of physical activity data
for any given year (6.3% of study years), data from the closest year with the 4 valid days were projected over that year,
as prior work has suggested that 4 days of activity data are
sufficient to estimate long-term activity patterns.28

Balance Evaluation
Balance was evaluated using the Opal Kinematic system
(APDM, Inc., Portland, OR, USA), consisting of a set of
lightweight motion sensors worn on the arm, leg, and torso
and designed to directly measure movements in real time
by capturing acceleration in various spatial planes. Sensors
evaluated movement during balance tests with known
consequences for health outcomes such as falls.29,30 In one
set of tests, the Instrumental Clinical Test of Sensory Integration and Balance,31 patients stood on a foam surface with
their eyes open and were asked to maintain an upright standing position with their arms crossed and feet approximately
shoulder-width apart for 30 seconds. Inter-foot distance
was standardized by placing a wooden block between the
patient’s feet which was removed prior to testing initiation.
Prior work identified different measurements of postural
sway to be associated with falls in elderly32–36 ; here we also
examine postural sway as a risk factor for falls evaluating
(1) root mean square (RMS) sway, (2) total sway, (3) ellipse
sway, and (4) jerk. The specific meaning and derivation of
these measurements are described in detail in Table 1.

Gait Evaluation
Gait data were collected at the baseline clinical evaluation
(immediately preceding the collection of fall data) using the
GAITRite Electronic Walkway (CIR Systems, Inc., Franklin,
NJ, USA).37–40 The GAITRite system measures temporal and
spatial gait parameters via an electronic walkway. Participants’ gait measurements were collected barefoot during
normal-paced walk. Participants wore their normal distance
eyeglasses and were instructed to walk at their natural pace
for 4 full lengths of the mat (back and forth two times, with
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TABLE 1. List of Studied Balance and Gait Parameters
Parameters

Units

Explanation

Balance
RMS sway
Jerk

m/s2
m2 /s5

Total sway

m2 /s4

Ellipse sway

m2 /s4

RMS of the acceleration vector length; larger sway values reflect worse balance
Time derivative of acceleration, which reflects the amount of active postural corrections; higher jerk
values reflect worse balance
Total area bounded by the sway acceleration vectors occurring within the transverse plane
(normalized to test duration)
Area of the ellipse encompassing 95% of the sway acceleration vectors occurring within the
transverse plane

Gait
Velocity
Cadence
Base of support
Stride length
Double-support
percent cycle time
Stride velocity
Stride time
Stance time
Swing time

cm/s
steps/min
cm
cm
%
cm/s
s
s
s

Distance traveled divided by ambulation time
Step rate, defined as the average number of steps taken per minute
Distance between the heel center of the dominant foot and the line of progression created by the
prior and subsequent heel strikes in the non-dominant leg
Distance between the heel centers of two consecutive footfalls of the dominant leg
Percentage of stride time during which both feet are contacting the ground
Stride length divided by the stride time
Time elapsed between the first contact with the mat of two consecutive footfalls of the dominant foot
Time elapsed between the first contact and the last contact with the mat for a single footfall of the
dominant foot
Time elapsed between the last contact of the dominant leg footfall to the first contact of the next
dominant leg footfall with the mat

a short pause in between each walk). The following gait
parameters were used in this analysis based on suggestions
from prior research that they may be relevant to falls: velocity, cadence, base of support, stride length, and percent of
the stride time in double support.5,6,41–44 Additionally, strideto-stride variability has been associated with fall rates in
prior work and was assessed by calculating the coefficients
of variation (ratio of the standard deviation to the mean
multiplied by 100) for stride length, stride velocity, stride
time, stance time, and swing time.6,7,45 Gait measurements
used in analyses are described in further detail in Table 1.
For comparison purposes, all balance and gait metrics were
converted to z-score units as follows: (individual patient
value – average study sample value)/(study sample standard
deviation).

Visual Assessment
VF tests were performed on the Humphrey Field Analyzer
II (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA) as described
by Odden et al.46 Tests were obtained at the baseline study
visit or at a recent clinic visit (median time = 2.5 months).
One glaucoma specialist (PYR) screened VFs for reliability
to verify the absence of artifacts (i.e., rim or lid defects) and
consistency with prior test results. Sensitivities of spatially
corresponding points in the right eye and the left eye were
integrated by picking the maximum sensitivities between
the two eyes.47–49 These sensitivities were then unlogged
to derive raw sensitivity values, arithmetically averaged
across all points, and then transformed back to dB values
to obtain the mean sensitivity for the integrated VF (IVF).
Visual acuity was assessed using a back-lit Early Treatment
Diabetic Retinopathy Study chart placed at 4-m distance, and
patients were instructed to wear their distance eyeglasses
(if used). Letters read were converted to logMAR values for
analysis. Contrast sensitivity was evaluated using the Mars
Letter Contrast Sensitivity Test (Mars Perceptrix Corporation,
Chappaqua, NY, USA) with participants wearing their usual
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eyeglasses. Contrast sensitivity results were expressed in log
units (logCS).

Evaluation of Covariates
Standardized questionnaires were employed to collected
age, gender, and race. Comorbid illnesses were assessed
using a questionnaire that asked subjects if they had been
diagnosed with any of 15 distinct comorbid illnesses: arthritis, broken or fractured hip, back problems, history of heart
attack, history of angina/chest pain, congestive heart failure,
peripheral vascular disease, high blood pressure, diabetes,
emphysema, asthma, stroke, Parkinson’s disease, cancer
other than skin cancer, and history of vertigo or Meniere’s
disease.50 Total comorbidities were summed. Participants
with more than five comorbid illnesses (n = 9) were reclassified as having five comorbidities. Medication information
was collected by directly observing medication bottles when
possible, or otherwise by patient report. Patients were classified as having polypharmacy if they took five or more daily
prescription medications, excluding eye drops.51 To measure
grip strength, participants were asked to sit in a chair, extend
their dominant hand parallel to the floor, and squeeze a
Jamar Hand Dynamometer (Sammons Preston, Bolingbrook,
IL, USA) as hard as possible. This was repeated three times.
To measure leg strength, participants were seated in a chair
and a microFET2 Dynamometer (Hoggan Scientific LLC, West
Jordan, UT, USA) was placed just above a knee of the participant. Participants were asked to flex their leg from the hip
for 5 seconds against the device. This was repeated twice for
each leg. The maximum strength for both grip and leg was
recorded in kilograms.

Statistical Analysis
Negative binomial regression models were used to evaluate the association between balance/gait parameters and the
average number of steps taken per day. Negative binomial
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FIGURE 1. Association of individual balance and gait parameters with physical activity at baseline in multivariable models accounting for
visual field damage. A positive z-score unit increment represents a higher numeric value for the analyzed metric. The RR values presented
here come from separate multivariable models that controlled for visual field damage, age, race, gender, comorbidities, and polypharmacy.
pct, percent cycle time; RR, rate ratio.

regression models were also used to identify variables associated with a higher rate of falls over the first 24 months of
collected falls data for each patient. Two sets of models were
run. In the first set of models, rates of falls over time were
considered, with calendar years defined as the offset. In the
second set of models, rates of falls per step were modeled,
with imputed steps over the study period (as judged by the
1-week accelerometer trials) taken as the offset.
Balance and gait variables were considered as the
primary explanatory variables of fall rates. The ability of
balance and gait to mediate the relationship between VF
damage and falls rates was analyzed in models also including IVF sensitivity as an independent variable. Additional
models incorporated an interaction term between IVF sensitivity and individual balance and gait parameters to evaluate whether the impact of balance or gait measures on fall
rates varies across the spectrum of glaucoma severity. Only
balance and gait metrics that had a statistically significant
association with falls per step in multivariable models were
chosen for further exploration in interaction and mediation
models.
Integrated visual field, age, gender, race, polypharmacy,
and number of medical comorbidities were included as
covariates in all models based on their prior association
with falls and balance and gait parameters.26,51,52 All analyses were conducted using Stata 14.0 (StataCorp LLC, College
Station, TX, USA).

RESULTS
Description of Study Population
Falls calendar data were gathered, and balance, gait, and
vision testing was completed by 239 study participants.
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Roughly half (48%) of the participants were female, about
one-third (29%) were black, one-fifth (20%) lived alone, and
the average age was 70.5 years (Table 2). Fifty-two participants (22%) were glaucoma suspects, and 187 (78%) had a
glaucoma diagnosis. Most participants (65%) had more than
one comorbid illness, and 33% used five or more systemic
prescription medications. Median IVF sensitivity was 28 dB
(interquartile range [IQR], 26.0–29.7; normal value, 31 dB).
On average, participants took 3987 steps/day at the baseline. Over the 12 months of follow-up, the cumulative probability of falling one or more times was 44.8%, and the
cumulative probability for falling two or more times was
17.7%.

Evaluating the Association Between Balance and
Gait Parameters with Physical Activity
Separate multivariable models were created to evaluate the
association between each individual balance and gait parameter with baseline physical activity (average steps per day)
(Fig. 1). No balance measure was associated with the amount
of daily activity (P > 0.2 for all). Among the gait measures
evaluated, increased velocity (rate ratio [RR] = 1.27 per 1 zscore unit; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.16–1.38), cadence
(RR = 1.10 per 1 z-score unit; 95% CI, 1.02–1.20), and stride
length (RR = 1.31 per 1 z-score unit; 95% CI, 1.19–1.43)
were associated with more steps per day, whereas a greater
percent of the cycle time spent in double support (RR = 0.79
per 1 z-score unit; 95% CI, 0.73–0.86) and greater variability
in gait (evaluated with coefficients of variation for different
gait metrics) were associated with fewer steps per day. Base
of support was not found to be associated with average steps
per day (P = 0.12).
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TABLE 2. Study Population Characteristics
Demographics
Age (y), mean ± SD
Black race, n (%)
Female gender, n (%)
Employed, n (%)
Lives alone, n (%)
Education, n (%)
Less than high school
High school
Some college
Bachelor’s degree
More than bachelor’s degree
Health
Comorbid illnesses (>1), n (%)
Polypharmacy, n (%)*
Body mass index (kg/m2 ), mean ± SD
Grip strength (kg), mean ± SD
Lower body strength (kg), mean ± SD
Vision
IVF sensitivity (dB), median (IQR)
All subjects (N = 239)
Glaucoma suspects (n = 52)
Manifest glaucoma (n = 187)
MD better eye, median (IQR)†
MD better eye ≥ –6 dB, n (%)
MD better eye > –12 dB and < –6 dB, n (%)
MD better eye ≤ –12 dB, n (%)
MD worse eye, median (IQR)
Better-eye acuity (logMAR), median (IQR)
Binocular (logCS), median (IQR)

Value (N = 239)
70.5 ± 7.6
69 (28.9)
115 (48.1)
86 (36.0)
47 (19.7)
7 (2.9)
29 (12.2)
32 (13.5)
59 (24.8)
112 (46.6)
156 (65.3)
79 (33.1)
27.3 ± 5.1
31.7 ± 10.4
17.7 ± 6.0

Evaluating Balance and Gait as Potential
Mediators Between the Association of VF Damage
and Fall Rates

28.0 (26.0, 29.7)
28.9 (27.5, 30.2)
27.7 (25.8, 29.6)
–2.6 (–5.4, –0.7)
186 (78)
27 (11)
26 (11)
–5.7 (–12.9, –2.8)
0.06 (–0.02, 0.16)
1.72 (1.64, 1.76)

In multivariable models not including either balance or
gait parameters, IVF sensitivity was significantly associated with falls/step (RR = 1.44 per 5-dB decrement in
sensitivity; 95% CI, 1.17–1.76) but not with falls/year
(RR = 1.22 per 5-dB decrement in sensitivity; 95% CI,
0.99–1.51). The observed associations between IVF sensitivity and falls/step remained strong and unchanged in
multivariable models including each of the individual
balance, gait, or gait variability parameters (RR = 1.36–1.48;
P < 0.001 to P < 0.005) (Figs. 2A–2C), suggesting that
neither gait nor balance mediates the association between
VF damage and fall rates.

IQR, interquartile range; MD, mean deviation.
* Polypharmacy is five or more prescription medications, excluding eye drops.
† Mild loss is MD ≥ –6 dB, moderate loss is MD > –12 dB and <
–6 dB, and severe loss is MD ≤ –12 dB.

Evaluating the Association Between Balance and
Gait Parameters with Fall Rates
Separate multivariable models were created to evaluate the
association between individual balance and gait parameters and fall rates. Fall rates were judged in two ways:
(1) as falls/year, and (2) as falls/step (Fig. 2). Among the
balance measures evaluated, worse RMS, total, and ellipse
sways were each significantly associated with a higher rate
of falls/year (P < 0.03 for all) and with a higher rate of
falls/step (P < 0.008 for all) (Fig. 2A). Worse jerk was not
significantly associated with a higher rate of falls/year or
falls/step (P > 0.2 for both) (Fig. 2A).
None of the gait parameters was associated with
falls/year (P > 0.17 for all). However, higher gait velocity
(RR = 0.79 per 1 z-score unit; 95% CI, 0.65–0.95) and faster
cadence (RR = 0.83 per 1 z-score unit; 95% CI, 0.69–0.99)
were associated with fewer falls/step. A larger percentage of
time spent in double support was associated with a more
falls/step (RR = 1.28 per 1 z-score unit; 95% CI, 1.06–1.54)
(Fig. 2B). Neither base of support nor stride length was associated with falls/step (P > 0.13 for both).
Metrics of gait variability were not associated with
falls/year (P > 0.19 for all) (Fig. 2C). Greater variability in
swing time was observed to be associated with a higher
rate of falls/step (RR = 1.32 per 1 z-score unit; 95% CI,
1.14–1.54), although variability in other gait metrics was not
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associated with a higher rate of falls/step (P >0.16 for all),
(Fig. 2C).
Balance and gait metrics significantly associated with
the falls/step were next evaluated in a single multivariable
model to identify which of those variables have the strongest
association with falls/step (Table 3). In this model, the coefficient of variation for a swing time (RR = 1.23 per 1 z-score
unit; 95% CI, 1.04–1.45) was the only variable among the
balance and gait metrics that remained significantly associated with falls/step in the multivariable model. Velocity and
ellipse sway demonstrated high variance inflation factors
(VIFs) (4.5 and 13.4, respectively) and were excluded from
the model that contained the other balance and gait parameters.

Evaluating Interactions Between Balance and Gait
Measures and VF Damage with Respect to Fall
Rates
Additional regression models were evaluated to determine
if any balance of gait parameters demonstrated a disproportionately stronger effect on rates of falls/step in individuals
with worse VF damage (i.e., lower IVF sensitivity) (Table 4).
In these models, IVF sensitivity was not observed to interact
with any individual gait or balance parameter with regard
to the rate of falls/step (Table 4), suggesting that the effect
of these balance and gait features did not differ across the
spectrum of VF damage.

DISCUSSION
In patients with a range of VF damage, several balance
and gait parameters were associated with falls, although
the parameters identified depend on whether falls were
evaluated as a rate over time (falls/year) or as a rate over
activity (falls/step). Although balance parameters had similar time- and step-adjusted fall rates, several gait parameters were associated with falls per step but not with falls
per time, suggesting that these parameters mark individuals
who are “dangerous walkers” but not necessarily frequent
fallers, given their lower levels of physical activity. Further,
neither gait nor balance parameters interacted with IVF
sensitivity, suggesting that deficits in balance and gait likely
produce higher fall rates in all older adults and that there
is no disproportionate difference in risk of falling due to
changes in balance and gait when comparing individuals
with greater VF damage (worse IVF sensitivity) with those
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FIGURE 2. Association of individual balance and gait parameters with time- and step-adjusted fall rates in multivariable models accounting
for visual field damage. (a) Balance parameters; (b) gait parameters; and (c) gait coefficients of variation. RRs for individual balance and
gait parameters and IVF sensitivity are derived from the models that contain each individual balance or gait parameter, IVF sensitivity, and
other covariates. Positive z-score unit increments represent a higher numeric value for the analyzed metric. The RRs presented here come
from separate multivariable models that controlled for visual field damage, age, race, gender, comorbidities, and polypharmacy.
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TABLE 3. Association Between Balance and Gait Metrics and Rates of Falls/Step, Multivariable Models
Metric

Falls/Step, (Models with Single Gait OR
Balance Metric + Covariates) RR (95%CI)

Gait metrics (per 1 z-score unit increase)
Velocity
Cadence
Double-support percent cycle time
Swing-time CV
Balance metrics (per 1 z-score unit
increase)
RMS sway
Total sway
Ellipse
Covariates
IVF sensitivity per 5-dB decrement
Age (5 y older)
Gender (male vs. female)
Race (black vs. white)
Comorbidities (1 additional comorbidity)
Polypharmacy (≥5 vs. <5 medications)

0.79
0.83
1.28
1.32

Falls/Step, (Model with All Shown Gait AND
Balance Metrics + Covariates) RR (95%CI)
Not included*
0.94 (0.77–1.16)
1.17 (0.93–1.48)
1.23 (1.04–1.45)

(0.65–0.95)
(0.69–0.99)
(1.06–1.54)
(1.14–1.54)

1.22 (0.94–1.57)
1.10 (0.82–1.47)
Not included*

1.32 (1.11–1.57)
1.45 (1.11–1.90)
1.37 (1.13–1.67)
1.44 (1.18–1.77)†
1.18 (1.05–1.32)†
0.69 (0.49–0.97)†
0.57 (0.37–0.88)†
1.17 (1.04–1.33)†
1.35 (0.92–1.99)†

1.35
1.13
0.67
0.59
1.16
1.50

(1.09–1.66)
(1.01–1.27)
(0.47–0.96)
(0.39–0.90)
(1.03–1.31)
(1.02–2.20)

Bold entries represent significant values (P < 0.05). CV, coefficient of variation.
* Due to high variance inflation factors for velocity and ellipse sway, those two variables were not used in the regression model that included
all of the balance and gait metrics. Covariates controlled for in all of the models were IVF sensitivity, age, race, gender, comorbidities, and
polypharmacy.
† RRs are from the model with velocity as an explanatory variable, but they are similar to the RRs from the models where other balance
and gait metrics were used as explanatory variables.

TABLE 4. Modeling of Potential Interactions Between Visual Field Sensitivity and Selected Balance and Gait Parameters with Regard to Rates
of Falls/Step
Variable
Balance
RMS sway
IVF sensitivity
RMS sway
IVF sensitivity × RMS sway
Total sway
IVF sensitivity
Total sway
IVF sensitivity × total sway
Ellipse sway
IVF sensitivity
Ellipse sway
IVF sensitivity × ellipse sway
Gait
Velocity
IVF sensitivity
Velocity
IVF sensitivity × velocity
Cadence
IVF sensitivity
Cadence
IVF sensitivity × cadence
Double-support percent cycle time
IVF sensitivity
Double-support percent cycle time
IVF sensitivity × double-support percent cycle time
Swing time CV
IVF sensitivity
Swing time CV
IVF sensitivity × swing time CV
Bold entries represent significant values (P < 0.05).
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Interval

RR (95% CI)

5-dB decrement
1 z-score increase

1.38 (1.12–1.71)
1.32 (1.11–1.57)
0.95 (0.75–1.20)

5-dB decrement
1 z-score increase

1.36 (1.10–1.69)
1.48 (1.12–1.96)
0.94 (0.72–1.21)

5-dB decrement
1 z-score increase

1.40 (1.14–1.72)
1.38 (1.14–1.67)
0.90 (0.67–1.20)

5-dB decrement
1 z-score increase

1.42 (1.15–1.76)
0.79 (0.66–0.95)
0.94 (0.77–1.16)

5-dB decrement
1 z-score increase

1.45 (1.18–1.79)
0.83 (0.69–0.99)
1.12 (0.91–1.38)

5-dB decrement
1 z-score increase

1.47 (1.19–1.80)
1.28 (1.06–1.54)
1.03 (0.84–1.26)

5-dB decrement
1 z-score increase

1.39 (1.13–1.70)
1.31 (1.11–1.55)
1.02 (0.84–1.23)
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with less VF damage. Finally, VF damage remained associated with a higher rate of falls even after accounting for
balance and gait measures, suggesting that VF damage itself
may be the primary reason for more falls or that other factors
besides balance and gait defects (i.e., poor hazard perception) account for the higher rate of falls in persons with VF
damage.
Although the falls literature has embraced the evaluation of falls over time as the primary measure of falls, we
argue that this approach paints an incomplete picture, as
individuals who are more likely to fall while walking may
become less active, given that falls often result in fear of
falling, which has been associated with lower levels of physical activity.22,25 Just as analyses of driving risks have focused
on crash rate per mile as opposed to crash rate per year,53
we argue that rates of falling should account for the amount
of walking performed. Indeed, we observed that several
gait parameters (velocity, cadence, percent of stride time in
double support, and variability in swing time) showed no
association with falls per time but were significantly associated with falls per step, indicating that they identify individuals who are more likely to fall when walking. As would be
expected, these same gait parameters were associated with
lower levels of physical activity, such as fewer daily steps
(average daily steps at the baseline in this cohort are comparable to general populations of similar age reported in other
studies54,55 ). Given that gait factors are most relevant to falls
while actually engaged in walking, it seems particularly relevant to evaluate gait factors as a risk factor for falls in models
that evaluate the risk of falling per step. One potential criticism of analyzing falls per step as an outcome is that associations between a risk factor and this outcome may partially
reflect associations between the risk factor and the offset
(rate denominator). Although true, we would argue that any
rate outcome inherently consists of a numerator and denominator, and the best rate denominator should not be chosen
based on its being unassociated with the risk factors of interest but rather because it places the individual at risk for
the event (rate numerator) occurring. We believe that steps
subject the individuals to a risk of falling much more directly
than calendar time.
Balance metrics, on the other hand, showed similar associations with falls per time and falls per step, reflecting the
curious lack of association between balance metrics and
daily physical activity. In other words, participants who had
poor balance did not seem to lower their daily activity.
The absence of lower levels of physical activity with poor
balance in this cohort explains the similarities in the association between the balance metrics and rate of falls per
step or per time. Our finding that balance is associated with
a greater rate of falls is in accordance with several prior
papers that have demonstrated an association between poor
balance and more falls over time.32,34,36 Although various
balance measures have been used in these prior studies, our
study employing the Opal Kinematic system identified RMS
sway, total sway, and ellipse sway as being the most relevant metrics for falls, and jerk was less relevant. Of note,
no interaction was noted between VF damage and balance
measures with regard to fall rates, suggesting that our results
may apply equally to persons across the spectrum of VF
damage, including those with little to no VF damage.
Velocity, cadence, percent of the stride time spent in
double support, and swing time variability were found to
be associated with the greater risk of falling per step, but
not per time, in our study population, reflecting the fact that
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these gait parameters were also associated with lower levels
of physical activity. Although several gait parameters studied here have been associated with fall rates over time in
prior studies, we were not able to replicate these findings
in the current study.6,7,41 Possibilities for these distinct findings may include differences in the study population with
regard to their social and demographic parameters or each
population’s tendency to lower (or not lower) their activity in
response to the threat of falling. Moreover, it remains possible that previous gait parameters associated with falls per
time in prior studies would have been associated even more
strongly with falls per step if activity levels were assessed.
The association of these gait parameters with more falls per
step does not necessarily imply that they play a causative
role in falling. Rather, these gait changes may reflect a more
cautious gait designed to avoid falls and that increasing
velocity or cadence or decreasing double support time or
swing time variability would lead to an even greater rate of
falling. Although these gait parameters are associated with a
greater rate of falls per step in our study population, like the
balance measures discussed above, they do not demonstrate
an interaction with the degree of VF damage, suggesting that
they are not any more relevant to falls in persons with VF
damage as opposed to persons without VF damage.
Visual field damage was found to be an independent
predictor of the rate of falls, and balance and gait metrics
did not appear to mediate this relationship. The failure of
either balance or gait to mediate the association between
VF damage and fall rates suggests that other measures likely
account for falls in this population. One compelling possibility is hazard detection, as VF damage may preclude the
ability to properly detect environmental hazards that could
lead to a fall. Although these hazards could in theory be
minimized, particularly in the home environment where the
individual has the greatest control, our prior work has shown
that among patients with glaucoma individuals with greater
VF damage did not differ in the level of lighting or the
number of fall-related hazards in their homes compared with
those with less VF damage.56 Also, even though balance
and gait measures do not mediate the association between
VF damage and fall rates, it remains possible that improving balance may decrease fall rates, particularly as such
programs have been demonstrated to prevent falls in older
adults.57–59
Limitations of this study include the fact that balance
and gait were assessed with barefoot patients, which is not
necessarily representative of the conditions these patients
encounter on a daily basis. Further, balance was tested on
a single foam surface even though patients are likely to
encounter a variety of surfaces (e.g., tile, grass) on a daily
basis. Gait was measured only under controlled conditions
on a flat surface without any obstructions on the path and
in good ambient lighting, which is not representative of the
environment in which individuals usually walk. Thus, our
results might be underestimating the importance of gait to
falls. Finally, there is the possibility of recruitment bias into
the study. We evaluated the differences between the participants recruited for the study and those who were study
eligible in the glaucoma clinic at the Wilmer Eye Institute,
described in more detail elsewhere.26 We observed that our
study participants were of similar race, age, gender, and
visual field severity as the study eligible individuals. On
the other hand, our study participants were more likely to
report falling in the past 12 months (42% vs. 23%; P <
0.001). However, it is unclear if such bias would alter the
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relationships between balance and gait with fall rates
described here.
Our findings highlight the importance of assessing physical activity when determining balance and gait parameters as
risk factors for falls. Whereas balance and gait were clearly
important predictors of falls in the current study, they did not
contribute to fall risk more in persons with more advanced
visual field damage, nor did they explain the association
between visual field damage and the risk of falling. Future
research should specifically address other potential causes
of falls (e.g., hazard perception) that, in conjunction with
changes in balance and gait, could more fully explain the
relationship between visual field damage and falls among
glaucoma patients. A proper understanding of the factors
leading to falls in persons with VF damage can help optimize strategies to prevent falls in this high-risk population.
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